
Sermon prepared on 1 Corinthians 4:14-21 for Grace Church by Jonathan Shradar 
 
1 Corinthians 4:14-21  
 
Did anyone grow up in environments of healthy discipline - share the rod type stuff… what is the 
one thing you always heard but just couldn’t believe in the moment - “I do this because I love, 
care for you, and want what is best for you.”  
 
Eventually we understand it… there are things to be avoided, actions to eliminate from our lives 
and ways to treat and talk about people that are appropriate. Without that correction, who 
knows what would have happened! And it really was done in love - maybe it took me having my 
own children to understand it, but I will snatch my child out of the street before they get hit by a 
car whether they like it or not. Because I love them, and want what is best for them.  
 
This is the Apostle Paul. It might be difficult to see clearly in the steady drumbeat of correction 
that has come thus far in 1 Corinthians, but Paul is not making a case for his own reputation, he 
is calling the church he loves, the people he prays for by name; back to the blazing center of 
Christianity, to Christ and him crucified. He identifies them as his spiritual Children.  
 
This is a church divided by pursuit of the latest of popular preachers, attempts at building the 
church through their own skill and schemes and a confused theology, or way of thinking that 
suggested now was all they had. But Paul hasn’t given up on them… and the list of their troubles 
will only grow, but he still loves them and wants what is best, he believes the gospel is for them 
and meant to transform them. ‘I only do this because I love you…’ 
 
4:14 “I do not write these things to make you ashamed, but to admonish you as my beloved 
children.” To encourage and spur you on to what you were meant for…  
 
Then we are presented with the idea of a “Father in Christ.” This is what Paul calls himself in 
relation to the church in Corinth, and today as we reflect on this description and role we get a 
sense of  this big idea: 
 
The Church does not exist for data alone, but for discipleship.  
 
This is what Paul is telegraphing as he describes what is missing in the church and what he is to 
them - a Father in Christ. And I think there is a word for us just as important as it was for the 
church in Corinth.  
 
We see it in Paul’s description of himself - what it means to be a Father Spiritually; Fathers in 
Christ… Influence through Involvement, Protect through Discipline, and Model The Way of 
Christ through Reliance on another.  
 
 



1) Influence Through Involvement  
 
4:15 “For though you have countless guides in Christ, you do not have many fathers. For I 
became your father in Christ Jesus through the gospel.” 
 
I think this verse is the linchpin of the call for discipleship and having those that we can call 
fathers. The church in Corinth has countless guides, countless guardians - those giving data but 
not relating as fathers. They have the circuit of preachers giving wonderful teaching, but as it 
seems from the text they don’t have those that know them or are willing to care to correct them, 
to fight for their health and interests.  
 
We have this same problem today so we can understand it. We have countless, innumerable 
guides. There are plenty of outlets to find guidance, gain data, to hear information.  
You nearly have access to every sermon preached in North America today. You certainly have 
access to the most skilled and popular of preachers. With the click of a button you can order and 
begin reading Christian books with rich information, a guide for this situation or that. There is 
such an abundance of these resources - you have to be careful what you take in at times...  
 
Add to this blogs, daily email devotionals and the tsunami of shared stories and articles on 
Facebook or other social media. Far-off Christ-following models that, however scripted, show 
something of walking with Jesus. Because of it, this abundance, we should be obese with gospel 
content - self-feeders extraordinaire. It is good info, it is good guidance.  
 
I have preachers I listen to, podcasts I subscribe to, dead mentors in the faith; it is helpful and 
good - and Paul doesn’t say that the “ten thousand guides” are bad, it is the relationship to them 
that matters. Because they are not fathers… they are conveyors of truths, of facts. They may be 
united in the cause of Christ, presenting the gospel and the implications of living in response to 
it but they don’t know the church.  
 
I can faithfully listen to one preacher week in and week out, I think God uses that, but miss 
something significant because the preacher doesn’t know me. I don’t get to take what is 
proclaimed into my life in his view, I don’t get to wrestle with ideas with him - he can’t speak 
into my life at all, because he isn’t involved in it. And I can stop listening anytime…  
 
I think of it a little like learning to drive. My friend Nathan just passed his Driving test, first try 
by the way! With him, and any of us, there was reading involved. There was maybe even a class. 
Truth is though that if you had only ever heard people talking about driving and read the manual 
to the car, you really wouldn’t be able to drive - it would be reckless. But where we most benefit, 
and actually learn to drive is by watching, for a long time, our parents and by practice under 
their careful and usually verbal observation and engagement - ‘slow down, turn now…’ If we are 
lucky we have a spouse the continues to give driving guidance!  



Do you see the difference? Paul’s correction is not impersonal, it is not a general prescription for 
the ills of the world, though it certainly can be seen as such, but it is specific, rises out of care 
and relationship, involvement in the life of the church.  
 
He became their father through the gospel - through preaching of Jesus and him crucified at the 
foundling of the church and still with his travels and fathering of other churches, he maintains 
concern, relationship with Corinth. He didn’t just preach an evangelistic sermon and bail, he 
remained with them equipping them in the gospel and he doesn’t stop.  
 
He sees them as children and cares for them like they are. He sends his best apprentices to 
encourage and remind them of the ways of Christ and he desires to be with them soon. It is in 
this relationship, through involvement that he influences the church. He ‘urges’ them to live 
differently, to let the fruit of all the data they receive bloom and ripen in real life.  
 
This is not Paul’s only posture - ‘well he does that with everybody…’ not really. Certainly with the 
churches he founded, but we can compare 1 Corinthians, a letter to a church he fathers and the 
tone and content of Romans, a letter to a church he has never been with, that he didn’t plant. As 
a father in Christ Paul influences in relational proximity.  
 
He can have influence because he is in the mix with them, doing life, seeing the circumstances 
with his own eyes.  
 
With Jesus - He didn’t just give out data, he related, he nurtured the twelve and those closest to 
his ministry, that lived with him, where there was transparency and access.  
 
 
In discerning who our spiritual parents (they can be women!) are, the first question is who is 
involved in your life, who actually knows you - and not in a casual acquaintance way but in a real 
life, nitty gritty way.  
 
And who do you know in that way - do you have access to see if their “preaching,” their faith and 
what they tell you, holds up in prison…  
 
Logically we get it. We recognize the value of influence through involvement. Reading a book on 
Karate will not deliver what ‘washing on and washing off’ with Mr. Miyagi will.  
 
Tim Keller - “Everyone says they want community and friendship [discipleship], but when that 
means accountability or commitment people run the other way.” 
 
Oh that the Lord would rid us of our aversion, that we would find Fathers! But influencing 
through involvement is not all Fathers in Christ do. In their involvement, because they are close 
and see us as children, they also protect through discipline.  
 



2) Protect through Discipline  
 
This is where Keller’s words on accountability and commitment ring true; turn the heat up, even 
mention discipline or correction in the church and we just disengage. I rather share “unspoken 
prayer requests” then let anyone in, just in case I am revealed and called to something better. 
Even in our own church experience, we have seen how it is easier to just sever relationships than 
face the need for repentance and reconciliation.  
 
But this type of relationship, of participation, is an element of Christian community modeled 
from the moments the church was born. And Paul shows it hear.  
 
Really all of 1 Corinthians is discipline… a call back to the center of the faith, to living well in 
response to the cross of Christ. He has endeavored to remove the divisions in the church for four 
chapters but he will continue to call out other sin and call the church off of the wrong paths they 
are wandering down. All of this actually protects the church. It brings them to maturity in the 
faith.  
 
It is not to shame them… Paul is not looking for the latest gossip about the church, he is inviting 
them to the unity and purpose they are meant for.  
 
4:21 “What do you wish? Shall I come to you with a rod, or with love in a spirit of gentleness?” 
…a new memory verse for when my kids get out of line!  
 
 
The rod of discipline, that he will use in the following five verses. They can turn from their 
divisive ways, from their junk claims of wisdom in the world’s standards and arrival as a people 
and the love and gentleness of this Father will greet them. But if they continue, then the thin 
stick of discipline will come at them. Paul is not being harsh for his own sake, or to prove a 
point, he is doing it to protect the church.  
 
As a family we walk to stores a lot. And we have a rule - a clearly communicated rule - that if you 
are a kid you can not go so far ahead that you are out of the sight of a parent. You can’t turn a 
corner until we are together, you can’t keep going on your own. Friday, on our way to get fixin 
for pizza… One child led another too far, around a corner and beyond the sight of their parents. 
So there was discipline - the freedom was reigned in and the lesson taught once again. We did 
not discipline the kids because we are severe people, or just wanted to be controlling or mean. 
We disciplined them because it is dangerous to be a kid alone out of the sight of people who will 
protect you.  
 
Calling out sin and inviting repentance is the exact same thing. Spiritual parents do this, they 
notice the dangers, because they are involved and they have access to correct and challenge. It is 
the better way of Christian community. It is an affront to our claims at privacy and 



individualism - but we don’t say “who do you think you are to correct me” to those we have as 
Fathers in Christ - it is expected, valued and we are thankful for it.  
 
Paul doesn’t only protect them from themselves through discipline. He protects them from bad 
influences and those that would harm them.  
4:19 “I will come to you soon, if the Lord wills, and I will find out not the talk of these arrogant 
people but their power.” 
 
The arrogant, those out for their own gain, those harming the unity of the church, those talking 
trash about Paul and his gospel; he is coming for them and they are not going to have a debate…  
 
ESV study “Apparently Paul expected a confrontation in which the power of the Holy Spirit 
would manifest some kind of disciplinary force against those who were harming the church.”   
 
He is willing to take them on, with the Spirit’s help, in the power of the kingdom, which is the 
cross of Christ, in order to protect the church. He doesn’t just find a new group of kids to have, 
he confronts and stands in the way of those set to ruin the church.  
 
This is the way of Christ! God himself stands in the way of sin and death, and says “no more!” 
Those that believe enter into his protection and it continues.  
 
We can know if we have Fathers or Mothers in Christ just by thinking of the last time we were 
disciplined… were corrected, called away from sin and back to Christ. For too many of us, we 
can’t remember… Put this protection is good and should be desired. To live well in response to 
the gift of grace we have in Jesus.  
 
Fathers in Christ are involved in our lives, they influence us and protect us through discipline, 
with love, and maybe most important, they model the way of Christ for us.  
 
3) Model The Way of Christ through Reliance on Another  
 
There is no doubt where Paul places his trust, his hope, where his teaching lands every time. 
Jesus Christ and him crucified. The savior of the world and his finished work meet the wrath of 
God against sin and the schemes of Satan to harm humanity.  
 
Paul doesn’t hold himself up as a self-righteous expert, a hero they should try to be like. He says 
he was with them “in weakness and in fear and much trembling… his preaching wasn’t in words 
of wisdom but a demonstration of the Spirit and of power - so that their faith might not rest in 
the wisdom of the men but in the power of God.” 2:3-5.  
 
This is the posture that he takes when he says: 4:16 “I urge you, then, be imitators of me.” 
 
In Chapter 11 he will say, “Be imitators of me, as I am of Christ.”  



Imitation is the way of Christianity. In a world that says, be yourself.. Here there is a sense of 
being like others, ultimately that are being like Christ.  
 
“Brothers, join in imitating me, and keep your eyes on those who walk according to the example 
you have in us.” (Philippians 3:17 ESV) 
 
We see it all over the NT, this imitation - it seems that imitation is adoption realized, knowing 
we are now Children of God we imitate Jesus and those that point to him..  
 
I can have a tendency when I think of imitating or following in the footsteps of mentors to think 
of it in terms of moral behaviors - which we need in our day - or even in terms of the success 
they have achieved in life… then my list gets smaller. But this isn’t what Paul is getting at as a 
Father to the Corinthians.  
 
It is important to differentiate between the model that says “I have it all figured out, do my 
tricks, follow my scheme..” and the One that says “I have an ongoing desperate need of and 
reliance on the grace and power of Christ for life.” Fathers in Christ are those that we can watch 
and imitate as they live toward Jesus, leaning into his work, his gifts, his care.  
 
Gospel Transformation Bible “As Paul, the former persecutor of believers, knows from personal 
experience, his preaching of “Jesus Christ and him crucified” is not merely a matter of recited 
words; it is a testimony of the Spirit’s transforming power. This power has made Paul an 
example of Christ-centered living for his spiritual children. Thus, rather than viewing leaders 
like him through a lens of human accomplishment and boasting, believers are to imitate their 
“ways in Christ”, which include: (1) delighting not when others recognize our wealth and power, 
but when our foolishness, weakness, dishonor, and desperate need are put on display for all to 
see; and (2) enduring hardship with Christlike compassion, even praying for those who treat us 
like “scum” and “refuse”.” 
 
“more mature believers should model, and less mature believers should learn, the ways of the 
cross. This will increase our dependence on Christ, as the faithfulness of any human hero 
ultimately reflects and results from the Savior’s faithfulness.” 
 
The way of Christ is getting low, putting others first and living from the reward we already have, 
which was secured by Jesus for us. Not shy about weakness and our war against sin - no 
condemnation, justification and the promise of sanctification.  
 
This is what Paul is urging the church to. This what Fathers and Mothers in Christ invite us to 
imitate in them. And authentic reliance on Christ.  
 
I was with one of the people I consider a Father in Christ this week and we were discussing some 
difficult things… and he said “just getting real here, hope that’s okay.” I look to him for wisdom 
and experience, and he didn’t have an answer for something in life… but in exposing it, he 



showed a reliance on the grace of Christ and displayed a maturity I hope for. True humility. 
Weakness that is strength in Jesus.  
 
Parents in Christ show us their ways in Christ. Life in union with Jesus, not content in their own 
ability or wisdom but in the wisdom of God, which is Jesus Christ and him crucified.  
 
Fathers in Christ point us to the Father… to his love, to his grace and mercy for us, to his 
purpose for us and the church and to his promise of life and eternity returning to the garden of 
dwelling with him in perfection.  
 
That beloved children would know not only a father in Christ but know Christ himself.  
 
This is what the church in Corinth was meant for, this is what we are meant for. Not the mere 
transmission of information, but for relationship, one to another, some fathers and mothers, 
others children and all looking to God our father. Living raw, real and fully in reliance on the 
work and Spirit of Christ.  
 
Fathers that are involved, have influence. Fathers that protect; that care enough to discipline. 
Fathers that show us the way of Christ… true humility and reliance on our Savior.  
 
The Church does not exist for data alone, but for discipleship.  
 
Know the Father  - As the data and the people around you all point to the loving Father of all, 
God in heaven, believe that he has made a way for you, that Jesus came to live in your place and 
secure your spot as a Child of God because God so loved the world. In Christ, as someone who 
believes in his life, death and resurrection, the Father rejoices over you with gladness. There is 
never one moment of doubt or dissatisfaction - by the blood of Jesus and in his righteousness, 
the Father looks upon you with approval and resolute, never failing love for you.  
 
This is the Father, fully engaged, not aloof but in your life, shaping, guiding; He is protecting 
you, by the seal of the Holy Spirit keeping you, never giving you more than he can handle; and 
this is the Father we rely on, the unwavering good One that welcomes us home when we ran far 
off.  
 
In a world of crazy, we rest in the fact that ‘His lovingkindness is everlasting.’ Know Him.  
 
Find Fathers  - This is the church as family. We really mean it; not just lip service. This is all of 
us, reminding each other of the goodness of the gospel and the grace of God. Of the unity we are 
called to and the things we are meant to live for in light of the cross of Christ. And some of us, at 
different seasons, will be as Fathers, or Mothers in Christ for others. Find those that model 
gospel reliance on Jesus and the Spirit for all of life. Watch them. Those that are able to be 
involved and will influence, protect and challenge you. Give them access - transparency. 



Consume the data - the news, grow in study, but purpose to be about discipleship and growing in 
relationship.  
 
Have more than one! Paul sends Timothy to serve as a Father… We can have more than one... 
arguably from Paul’s language we should have “many.” They don’t have to be older, or younger, 
wise by the standard of the world, but exudes these characteristics and consistently point you to 
the Father and our Savior Jesus.  
 
The Church does not exist for data alone, but for discipleship.  
 
One of the more unsettling things about growing up was being struck by how I am like my 
earthly father… But quite opposite is the surprise of being awakened to the reality that you are 
living a transformed life, that looks like Spiritual fathers, that ultimately looks like Jesus.  
 
May the Lord give us more of these experiences as we find fathers and imitate Christ together.  


